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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-64560 
OPERATION MANUAL FOR THE MARK I I  MODEL 
OF THE LASER ABSOLUTE GRAVIMETER 
SUMMARY 
An absolute gravimeter utilizing the principle of  a Michelson Interferometer is 
currently undergoing development at  NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, 
Alabama. The  current model, Mark 11, is a second generation of the original Mark I Laser 
Absolute Gravimeter. Its description, operation, principles of operation, alignment, and 
maintenance are presented in this document. 
The report documents the present de facto status of the present Mark I1 ins tn~ment .  
Amendments t o  the manual will be fortl~coining when the work has been completed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this manual is t o  provide necessary'insti-uctions for operating 
personnel t o  operate and maintain the Mark I1 inodel of the Laser Absolute Gravi~neter 
(LAG). This manual contains a description of and information regarding its operation, 
alignment, and maintenance. Additionally, a listing of all drawings required for maintaining 
the equipment is included. 
DESCRIPTION 
Mark I I Laser Absolute Gr~vimeter 
LAG operates as a dynamic Michelson interferometer to make absolctte measurements 
of gravity accurate to t I part in 10'. Basically, monochron~atic light from a highly stable 
helium-neon laser is passed through a beam splitter (Fig. 1 ) which directs half of the bea111 to  
fir:ed corner cube reflector "A" and half t o  corner reflector "B," llercafter referred to as 
"the bird." Both beam halves are reflected back through the beam splitter to a photodetector. 
producing interference fringes at the detector. 
REFLECTOR A 
I - - - - - - - - - - -  
REAMPLIFIER 
I CONTROL LOGIC I 
L ,,,-------------- J 
Figure 1. Block diagram LAG. 
Tlie rnechaliical assembly is criclos~~cl i n  ,I v'icrrilm cild~nhei lo remove tile effects of 
air frictioii on the accelerat~on of the E;tlllng bircl The i,icLlunl cliambe~ 15 ~nountct l  on an 
air-supported table ~ h ~ c i i  mdliildli~\ tile 'ixii ol tiic ~ l i d ~ ~ r i ~ e ?  oil tlie g ~ d v i t y  vectol  dnci 
isolates the assembly fioin selsliilc d ~ s t u t  bances dnd  f i om ciistur banceb cciuseci by b ~ r  cl 
release. 
T o  make the gravity measurement, tlle bird is first released and allowed to  fall 
freely, therefore becoming tlie moving mirror of a Michelsoi~ interferometer. When tlie 
bird is in free-fall, a preset cou~i te r  is preset with a partial count (delay distalice). As tlle 
bird falls, interference fringes move across a photodetector and are detected by a zero 
crossing detector. When the preset counter reaches a fill1 count (n), it generates a start 
pulse for Counter A and begins counting again. The preset counter is now set t o  a partial 
count corresponding to  the drop distance being measured. When t ' ~ e  preset counter reaches 
11 again, it generates a stop pulse for Counter A and a start pulse for Coiui~ter B. Another 
full couilt stops Counter B. Counter C is started and stopped ill the same manner during a 
third measuring interval. The bird is then caught by a catch mecl~anism, is raised to  the 
drop position, and the catcher then returns to  the bottom of the drop chamber. The 
absolute gravity value is a digital output  displayed 011 a system computer. Counters A, B, 
and C display the measured times taken for t l ~ e  bird to  fall through the desired drop distances. 
The computer reads out  a "g" value computed from the measured distances A aiid B. By 
using Counter C and a calculator, two "g" values can be computed for each drop. 
LASER 
The light source used in tlie LAG is a helium-neon coiltii~uous wave laser which emits 
radiation a t  a wavele~lgtll of approxiinately 0.633 micron. The emitted power of tlle unit is 
300 microwatts. The light from the laser has a beam divergence of several milliradians. This 
is f i~r ther  educed by use of a colliinating lens mounted on the laser. In addition, a polariza- 
tion rotator is mouilted on the laser and call be adjusted for best fringe coiltrast with the 
system in operation. The laser is capable of frequency stability of + 1 MHz per day through 
the use of a servo control system. 
OPTICAL SYSTEM 
The optical system (Fig. 2)  includes all of the components tlirough which the laser 
beam passes or  fro111 which it reflects. Aftcr passing through the polarization rotator and 
collimating lens referred to in the abvve paragraph, the beam is subjected to a nuinber of 
divisions and direction changes before reaching the photodetector. These divisions and 
changes are described as discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Beain Splitter. The beam splitter consists of a glass cube made of two wedges 
cemented together. The beam splitter diviclcs the light bean? illto two equal illtensity beams 
perpendicular to each other. In this particular design, the reflected beam is directed upward 
to a mirror that is mounted in the fitlling bircl, ant1 t'ic trans~iiittcci beam is ctil-ected on its 
PERKIN-EI,EIER PERKIN- EIMER 
5801 5800 
REFLECTORS, - - 
Figure 3. Electro-optical system. 
original path t o  tlie fixed reflector. The return beams are again split as tlicy pass through 
the beam splitter the second time. The beam splitter is mounted on an acijustable table t o  
facilitate orientation of tlie glass cube relative t o  the laser beam. Tlie tahlc call be moved 
linearly on a vertical axis, rotated around the same axis, and tilted about any Iiori~oiital 
axis. Tilt adjustment is accomplished by means of  two adjustment screws. 
Fixed --- Reflector. - -  - The fixed retlector is a corner cube retrurcficctor. i t  ih mountccl 
in a gimbal assembly permitting two-axis rotation adjustments and linear vertical a n d  liori- 
zontal adjustme~lts perpendicular t o  the laser beam. The reflector returns tlie beam trans- 
mitted from the beam splitter. 
Brewster - - Window. - - - . - Light enters tile vacuum chamber by means of a quartz window 
inclined;t the Brewster angle (55 deg 30 min). This arrangement prevents ~~nclcsircd 
interference resulting from parallel reflections from tlie window s u r f ~ ~ c c  ancl cnaures tli~tt  
most of the incident light is transmitted. The vacuum seal is accomplisliect by clamping tlic 
window inoul-it against an O-ring. 
Comer - - Cube. A corner cube reflector which returils the light beam passing tliro~igli 
tlie Brewster window is mounted in the falliilg mass (bird). When rot;~tecl about an axis 
passing through the center of the reflector, it will tolerate a few degrccs of rotation wi t l~ou t  
attendant angular rotations of the return beam. The light reflected from tile corner cube 
passes back through tlie Brewster window, through the beam splitter, atid onto  t l ~ c  
photodetector. 
BIRD RELEASE AND RECYCLE MECHANISM (Fig. 3) 
Bird -- Mcclianical Design. The bird is machined of Delrin AF,  \vllicIi is ;I high impact 
strength nonmagnetic material. Its shape is cyliilclrical with a conical tip wliicli per-ill its 
it to  be easily caught at the conclusion of its fall. The bird has a hole througli its c,cntci- to 
allow passage of tlie light beam and engagement with the release mccl1aliism. l'llc bird 
contains a corner cube retroreflector. 
pm 
DRIVE :~f0TOI?, 
Figure 3. Dl-ive coi~trol system. 
Release - - -- Mechanism. . - - -- - - The bird is lield in tlie upper positioil by two bronze wire 
springs which grip the sides of the iililer concentric hole of the bird. I t  is positioned above 
the catcher and properly oriented in rotation about its longitudinal axis by LI brass finger. 
The springs are slowly withdrawn by a hydraulic piston wliicli is initially cocked by the 
catcher when the bird is raised. No outside influei~ce controls tlie release, and tile design 
is such that no  angular momentum is imparted to  the bird at release. 
- - Recycle - -- - - - Mechanism. - - - The recycle n~echanism is comprised of tlie followi~lg 
components: (Figs. 4 and 5) 
1. Catcher 
- At the conclusioil of the drop, the bird falls into the cup-shaped 
receptacle which is coupled to  a ball screw shaft. This catcher is designcd to  accept the 
bird upon arrival at various attitudes other than a perfect vertical coiidition. Tlic cup will 
rotate about the vertical axis if necessary to  reorient the bird. 
2. Drive Mechanism - The drive n~echal~isin coilsists of a ball shaft which supports 
the catcher, a shaft seal for entry into the vacuum chamber, a flexible coupling, and a drive 
motor. Rotation of the drive motor causes the catcher assembly to  move up or down the fall 
path. Rotation of the catcher assembly about the ball screw shaft is prevented by a guide 
rod in the chamber. 
3. Timing h'lechanism 
- The sequcnce of events such as stopping or reversing the 
drive motor is controlled by ail auxiliary screw shaft above and outside tlie vacuum chamber. 
The shaft is scaled down from the shaft inside the cliainber and is driven from tlie motor 
shaft by a tiiniilg belt. A can1 rides on the shaft and moves ill a 11el1cal pat': as the motor 
rotates. Microswitches are located at each end of tlie cam travel and are triggered at 
appropriate times to  control recycle events. A 20-tirrn potentiometer, used to vary the speed 
of the drive motor during the cycle, is also driven by the timing belt. 
Figure 4. Recycle drive ~nec l~anism 
DRIVE MOTOR 
(SEE FIGURE 4 )  
Figure 5. Timing tnechanism. 
MOTOII C'ONTROL SYSTEM 
Elcctlical - Sequence -- - Up011 actuat~ng tlie RAISE switch on ti.? mot01 control panel, 
a latching relay 1s operated whicli applies power to  tlie system. The clr~vc motor is graclual!~ 
accelelated to ielurii tlle bird. At  the midway point of the lift, tile motor spccd reaches its 
maximum and begins to  reduce again to  a low value at  the end of the lift. The motor speed 
follows a cosine function curve and is controlled by a potentiometer coupled t,) the motor  
shaft. The potentiometer varies the input t o  an amplifier which controls the inotor drive 
voltage. As the carriage reaches the top of the chamber and the bird is in position for 
rehanging, the carriage cocks the hydraulic release mechanism against a spring, causing the 
release mechanism t o  grip the bird. The microswitcll also operates another latching relay 
whch reverses the direction of the drive motor. T l ~ e  motor accelerates tlie carriage down 
to its waiting position at  the bottom of tlle chamber, at  which time the timing cain 
depresses another microswitch, thereby stopping tlle motor  and renlovlng all electrical 
power. The system is now reset in preparation for another drop. 
Motor - - - - -.- Control -- -- Panel. .- - - The motor control panel contains all of the electrical apparatus 
for control of the recycle function except for the drive motor, gear assembly, and micro- 
switches located above the drop chamber. Tlle inajor components of  tile motor control 
panel include: (1) d c  power supplies, which provide power for tlie drive motor, amplifier, 
and the latching relays; (2) amplifier, which controls tlle speed of the drive motor; and (3) 
relays which perform switching operations during the recycle sequence. 
Tlle two tables on which most of the LAG subsysteins are mounted are each supported 
by four air columns which are sealed with bellows (Fig. 6). The air pressure in each air 
column is controlled by a pressure regulator. Raising the table causes a reduction of pressure 
in the bellows, thus maintaiilillg a constant level varying load on the table. Tlle air suspension 
also effectively isolates the LAG from seismic vibration and from "jump-up" caused by bird 
release. 
Three transducers are located at  key points on  the table support syste~n t o  pick up  
any table illation and ground seismic vibration. One transducer is located on tlie top table, 
one on the bottom table, and one on a table leg (essentially on the ground). Each transducer 
output is amplified, filtered, and recorded on a strip-chart recorder (Fig. 7). Provisions 
are made for oscilloscope connections to  the output  of each amplifier. 
LIGHT - DETECTION AND - AMPLIFICATION - - -  -
Photomultiplier - --- - Module. Light enters the photomultiplier titbe tllrough an aperture 
in the housing. The ligh?tlien strikes tlle cathode of the pl~otomultiplicr tube which is 
located wlth111 the module. The sinall current var~atioils generated by tltc ii~terference 
fringe\ arc transmitted by a coaxial cable t o  tlie signal amplifier. The high voltage supply 
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Figure 6.  Vibration isolation system. 
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Figure 7 .  Vibration measuring system. 
for the tube is mounted In the i n s t ~ ~ l m e n t a t ~ o n  c il\ole 111 tile trallel The s~gndi dmplifiei 
is powered by a +6 Vdc and -6 Vdc biittcj-y pack 1 o ~ ~ l i ' ~ i  011 the bottom t'lble ~ n o u l ~ t  
Signal - - - - - Amplifier. - - - - -- The signal amplifier provides approximately 50-db voltage gain 
for the photomultiplier module output signal. The ~ ~ n i t  is a commercial wideband amplifiel. 
in an integrated circuit modified with an emitter lollower output. The amplifier is rnouilted 
in the photomultiplier tube housing. 
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM 
The data collection system (Fig. 8 )  measures tlie time required for the bird to  fall 
through three consecutive, equal distances. This distance is variable. The distance most 
used is equal to  (2" ) h /2 .  A two-counter configuration can be used wit11 the B distance 
either equal to,  one-half, or  twice the A distance. 
NOTE 
The present system contains only two-time 
interval counters, but  outputs are available 
and have been used with a third counter. 
An optical release detector system views tlle bird in the raised position and signals 
the instant of release as the bird falls past a photocell. This signal is used to  reset the preset 
counter and time-interval counters. 
The measurement is preceded by an initial delay distance which does not  enter into 
the equation but which does delay the rneasurerneilt and permits the bird and tlie release 
detector system to  stabilize. This distance is variable and depends on the physical position 
of the photocell and the partial count set in the preset c o ~ u ~ ~ t e r .  
Time is measured by three, LOO-MHz counters whose time base is supplied by a 
]-MHz oscillator. Gate pulses t o  start and stop each counter are supplied by tile co~ltrol  
logic. Tlle control logic consists of a zero crossing detector, a pulse amplifier, a 20-bit binary 
counter, a four-state control counter, four output gating circuits, and eight cable drivers. 
The logic system provides start and stop pulses to the time-interval counters and to  the 
system computer. A pushbutton is provided to  manually reset the control logic. 
After reset, when ellough fringes t o  fill the preset coui~ter have occurred, tile 
decoder gates the next input pulse to  the output driver which feeds a pulse to  tlie start 
input of Counter A. State 1 is the state in which only A-start pulses are gated through. 
The same pulse which gated tlle A-start driver is fed to the state counter, advancing it t o  
State 2. After the bird has fallen through the preset measuring distance, typically 219 
(524, 288) fringes later, the binary coiui~ter has become "fi~11" again. Tlle next input pulse 
pulses the Coui~ter  A-stop and Counter B-start inputs and advances the state couilter to  
Figure 8. Video and data collection system. 
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Counter C is stopped 3'Vfiiiges later and the state coun te~  i i  ietuinect to S t ~ t e  1 
Counters A, B, and C now display the tiines ( to  the nearest 10-nanoseconcl increment) 
required for the bird to  drop through each of three consecutive equal distances. 
The zero crossing detector requires a signal of at least 0.5-volt peak at 50 ohms, and 
will operate at frequencies above 10 MHz. The logic output amplifiers produce a 4- to  
5-volt negative-going pulse with a leading edge rise time of approxi~nately 5 nanoseconds 
for the initial 3 volts, meeting the requirements of the time interval counters. 
SYSTEM COMPUTER 
- - -- - - - - -- - - --- 
The system computer receives the A-start, A-stop, and B-stop pulses (A-stop is the 
same pulse as B-start). The computer was not designed to  operate wit11 tliree counters. 
The computer uses different couilters than Counters A and B, but co~unts in the same 
manner. The computer takes the measured times (A and B), and computes a "g" value. 
This value is displayed on the front of the computer. 
The vacuum system (Fig. 9) consists of the drop chamber, which is to be evacuated, 
a roughing rotary pump for the initial pumping from atmospheric pressure, an ion pump 
for obtaining the final vacuum, the ion pump power supply and water cooler subsystems, 
and a control  ini it for the thermocouple and ionizatioll vacu~un gauges. The roughing pump 
alone is capable of producing a vacuuin of 1 0 - 9 0  torr.. The ion pump is ultimately 
capable of torr in LAG operation. Operation of tlle thermocouple and ion gauge is 
explained in the manufacturer's man~ial. All seals in the drop chamber are by O-rings 
designed for high vacuum service. These are located at the tliree main chamber flanges, 
two viewing windows, the Brewster angle window, and tlle shaft seal. 
OPERATION 
This section contains operating instructions for LAG. 111 addition, infonnatioil on 
evacuating the vacuum chamber and pressurizing tlle vacuuin cliambes to normal atmospheric 
pressure is included. 
CONTROL UNIT 
Figure 9. Vacuum system. 
Operating Instructions 
VIBRATION ISOLATION SYSTEM- 
Preparation - - .. - -- - - - for - - - Use. - -- T o  connect and activate the vibration isolation system for the 
LAG tables, perform the following steps: 
N Ol'ir: 
-"- 
This procedure applzes to both tables. How 
ever, elie top table sllould be raised first. 
1. Connect the table air hose to  tlie outlet of regulator R 1 (Fig. 10). 
2. Set regulator RI  fully counterclockwise. Verify that valve V1 is closed (fully 
clockwise). 
3. Set regulator R2 fully clockwise. 
4. Turn valve V1 several turns counterclockwise. Gauge G 1 will indicate tlie bottle 
pressure. 
5. Turn regulator R1 clockwise until gauge G2  indicates 40 psi for the bottom table 
or 60 psi for the top  table. Allow several minutes for the table to  rise and stabilize. 
6. Adjust regulator R1 to  change table lieight. The bottonl table should clear each 
leg support by a minimum of one-eighth inch. The top table should clear the top of the 
bottom chamber by a minimum of one-fourth of an inch. 
7. Table tilt is adjusted using the regulators under tliree corners of the table. 
Regulators R2 and R3 each regulate tlie pressure in one leg. Regulator R4 regulates the 
pressure in two legs. Table inclination should be set to  tlie predetermined values. 
Shutdown Procedure. T o  disconnect and deactivate the vibration isolation system 
for the LAG tables, perform the following steps: 
NOTE 
This procedure applies to  both tables. How- 
ever, tlie bottom table should be lowered first. 
1. Set valve V 1 fully clockwise. 
2. Set regulators R 1 and K2 fully counterclockwise. 
3.  Disconnect hose from the outlet of regulator R 1. 
LAG OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE 
- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 
The following paragraphs give the instructions necessary to  energize, make tlie 
gravity measureinent, and deenergize tlie LAG. 
TABLE 
Figure 10. Vibration isolation system for either table. 
TURN-ON PROCEDURE 
Instrumentation Trailer. Energize the following equipment: 
1 .  System 1 MI-Iz oscillator. (This itell? should be energized at all times.) 
2. Voltage regulator. 
3. EG&G zero crossing detector (if used). 
4. Release detector. 
5.  Logic unit. 
6. Oscilloscope. 
7. Programmable desk calculator or  system computer. 
8. Time interval Counters A and B. 
9. Photomultiplier high-voltage power supply 
1 0. Vacuum gauge. 
1 1. Seismic system (if used). 
12. Bird control unit. 
Drop Chamber Area. Perforin the fol lowi~~g steps: 
1. Vacuum pump and laser "line" sllould remain on. 
2. Press "high-voltage" and "start" pushbutton on tlie laser. 
3. Energize the video prean~plifier 
4. Energize the oscilloscope. 
Preliminary Adjustments. Perform the following adjustments before operating the 
LAG : 
1. If the top table is air supported, check inclination angles of the table with 
~~redetcnnined values. Adjust if different by tnol-e than ir0.5 arc minute. 
2 The bottom table sliould be level within 52  arc mii~ntes. Step 3. wrll co~npensate 
for sniall ~ncllnatlon errors. 
3 .  Raise the bird and check for "no-walk" condition when it falls. If "~valk" is 
significant, rcadj~ist he optics. (Refer to Optical Aligi~~nent section of this report.) 
4. Allow 30 minutes warmup time before proceeding. 
5. Check voltages on,the video preamplifier. The voltages should be at least +G and 
-6 Vdc. 
6. Set the photomultiplier high voltage between - 1 100 and - 1300 Vdc, depending 
on laser power, detector, detector aperture, etc. Other voltage settings may be used for 
best results if any of the LAG'S apparatus is changed. The polarity switch should be in the 
minus position making the high voltage negative with respect to supply ground: the polarity 
switch should never be changed when the supply is energized. The video signal should be at 
least 1-volt peak in the measuring interval. 
7. Check the fringe pattern visually and position the detector pickup approximately 
in the center of one segment. Other segments may be tried for best video. 
8. Adjust the laser cavity for autolock operation if desired. The cavity adjustment 
should be checked at about 30-minute intervals during operation. 
9. Check for zero crossover in the zero crossing detector and adjust (refer to the 
ZCD Alignment paragraph of this report) if triggering does n o t  .occur within +5 nanoseconds 
of zero crossover. Recheck about every hour for drift. 
10. Test the logic and counters with the system's 1-MHz oscillator and test circuit. 
The counters should read out times equivalent to  the number of fringes (drop distance) 
selected. 
11. Check the seismic outputs if used. 
12. Check the vacuum in the drop chamber. (Refer to  the Vacuum Chamber 
Evacuating and Pressurizing section of this report.) 
. To operate the LAG, perform the following steps: 
1. Assure that all cables are properly connected. 
2. Check video on the oscilloscope. Video should be at least I-volt peak during 
measuring interval. Trigger the oscilloscope externally wit11 the reset p ~ ~ l s e  from the release 
detector to observe the video. 
3. Set the delay and measuring distance to the desired values. Switclles are located 
OX: the rear of the logic unit. 
4. Raise the bird. The reiease detector light should come on. 
5. When the bird falls, the release detector light should go off and counters should 
read out the two measured drop-times. 
6. A programmable desk calculator is used to  compute the measured "g" value. 
The program is stored on a magnetic card. The system computer may be used but has been 
unreliable. 
7. Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 for as many drops as required. 
TEKN:_i~FPROC!DURE_ 
I~lstrumentation_T~-31%. De-energize the following equipment: 
1. Logic unit. 
2. Counter A. 
3. Counter B. 
4. Release detector 
5. Bird control unit. 
6. Oscilloscope. 
7. Photomultiplier high-voltage supply. 
8. Seismic system. 
9. Vacuum gauge. 
1 0. Programmable desk calculator or system computer. 
1 1. EG&G power supply. 
12. Voltage regulator. 
NOTE 
Leave I-MHz oscillator energized. 
Drop Clsmber Area. De-energize tlie following equipment: 
1. Video preamplifier. 
2. Oscilloscope. 
3.  Laser high voltage. Leave laser on "line" and vacuum pump on. 
Vacuum Chamber Evacuating and Pressurizing 
High vacuum systems require extra care in standards of cleanliness when handling 
components which will be subjected to  vacuum conditions. Contaminants which affect the 
efficiency of the vacuum pumps may be transmitted by the hands, tools, or materials used 
inside the drop chamber. Atmospheric constituents, particularly argon gas, may also con- 
taminate the vacuum system. Therefore, it is desirable that vacuum be maintained at all 
times. When the vacuum chamber is open to  the atmosphere for the short periods that are 
sometimes required, a continuous purge of the system with dry nitrogen gas is recommended. 
Tools and components used in tlie chamber should be thoroughly cleaned prior to  use to 
remove oils and other substances which may outgas under high vacuum conditions. Hands 
that touch vacuum components should be covered with lint-free gloves. 
EVACUATING THE CHAMBER -
To evacuate the drop chamber, perform the following steps: 
1. Close the Brewster window, master valve (clockwise rotation until tight, 2 
to  3. 5 kilogram-meters), and viewing ports. 
2. Disconnect purge line from master valve and shut off purge gas supply. 
3. Connect roughing pump hose to  master valve and turn roughing pump on. Check 
the oil level in the roughing pump while tlle pump is running. Allow the roughing pump to 
run 2 minutes before proceeding. 
4. Slowly open the master valve (counterclockwise rotatioil) until tlie roughing 
pump begins to  labor. Stop opening the master valve until tlie roughing pump smooths out. 
Continue opening the master valve slowly until fully open, making the motion slow enough 
that the roughing pump does not labor excessively. At this point, tlie roughing pump can 
be ieft on indefinitely to maintain a vac~lum of about torr in the cha~nber. 
5.  Check the vacuum in the chamber. At  a pressure of about 5 X tosr as  
indicated by either the thermocouple gauge or ionizatloi~ gauge, the ion pump car1 be turned 
on to supplement the roughing pump. Do not use the ioi~ization gauge when the t11e1-mo- 
couple gauge indicates pressure above 10 X 1 0-3 torr. 
6. The following procedure should be followed to  operate tlie ion pump: 
a. Set start-run selector switch t o  start. 
b. Set high-voltage control to  zero. 
c. Set filament switch to  off. 
d. Set emission control to  zero. 
e. Set power switch to  off. 
f. Press high-voltage reset pushbutton. 
g. Set bias control to zero. 
The voltage and currents available from the 
Orb-Ion pump power supply can be lethal if 
misused. Proper care and caution must be 
exercised a t  all times. 
h. Ensure that the pump power cable to the Orb-Ion pump is connected and 
that the pump and pump control unit have a common ground. 
i. Set filament switch in rear of chassis to SERIES. (Parallel position if one 
filanlent is open.) 
j. Connect the 115-Vac power cable to wall outlet. 
NOTE --
The Orb-Ion p u n ~ ~  can be started at  lo-* torr 
or below. If the indicated pressure is 5 X 
torr ( 5 ~ )  or lower, perfon11 steps (1 1) through 
(2 1) .  However, when difficulty is experienced 
in starting the pump in the "run" position due 
to pressures abovc 5 X 1 0-3 torr, perform 
steps 7.21 through 7.k. 
k. Set start-run selector switch to tile run position. 
1. Set high-voltage co1;trol lo zero (completely counterclocltwise). 
m. Set main power switch to on. 
n. Set filament switch to  on. 
o. Turn high-voltage control slowly clockwise and observe tile meter. The 
filament light will illuminate after the high-voltage control has been turned half way. 
Advance the high-voltage control a little beyond the point where the filament light 
illuminated. This should be approximately 7 on the dial. 
p. Turn emission control clockwise until the meter indicates 10 milliamperes 
on the green scale. Let the pump remain at this setting for approximately 2 minutes. Advance 
the emission control in 10-milliampere steps with 2-minute waiting periods until the meter 
indicates 40 milliamperes. 
q. Slowly turn high-voltage control clockwise in conjunction with emission 
control adjustment to  obtain desired reading on meter. 
NOTE 
-- 
The setting of 40 milliamperes should be the 
upper operation limit to allow for current 
surges on power line. Should the pointer 
suddenly overshoot and the circuit breaker 
open, return the high-voltage control to zero 
before resetting circuit breakers. Then repeat 
steps o., p., and q. Do not reset the emission 
control. 
r. Readjustment of the emission and high-voltage controls will be necessary as 
the vacuum changes. The current should be maintained at 40 milliamperes and adjusted for 
maximum pumping speed. 
s. Adjust the bias control clockwise to 3% for titanium evaporation. Optimum 
position may be determined by observing the pressure gauge and adjusting for lowest 
pressure reading after chamber pressure has reached the 1 0-7 torr range. 
t. Very slowly turn on the cooling water to the pump body. If the high voltage 
reset opens persistently, check the system pressure and start the ion pump in the start 
position as outlined in steps 7.a tl~rough 7.j. 
4. When difficulty rs cxperre~~cect 111 stai t ~ n g  the Or b-Ion pump 111 tile rull po\r tion 
because of hlgh pressure (5 X t a r  01 highel), tlie p u m p  should be s la ted  in tlie start 
position with the water supply turl~ed oft 
a. Set the start-run selector switch to start position. 
b. Set main power switch to on (red light will illuminate). 
c. Set filament switch to  off. 
d. Set emission control to zero. 
e. Set bias coiltrol to  zero. 
f. Slowly turn high-voltage control clockwise and observe tlle meter. The pointer 
of the meter will move to the left (red scale). Increase the high voltage until the meter indi- 
cates 50 milliamperes. 
NOTE 
There is now a glow discharge inside the pump 
and the ailode is being outgassed. As t l ~ e  
pressure is decreasing the meter current will 
also decrease. 
g. Should the meter indicate above 50 milliamperes, reduce the high voltage 
to reduce current. 
11. If the high-voltage reset drops out, set tlle high-voltage coiltrol to zero, reset 
and start again, slowly increasing the high-voltage c o ~ ~ t r o l  as outlined in steps f. and g. 
i. As the system is pumped down, tlie meter current will decrease and finally 
the discharge will be extinguished. 
NOTE 
If the current does not decrease after approxi- 
mately 15 minutes, check t!ie system for 
leaks. 
j. Set high-voltage control to zero and the main power switch to off. 
k. Turn on cooling water and repeat steps 6.a t]1rougll 6.t. 
NOTE 
The coniroi unir,is designed to provide i if 
percent more power output  t o  allow for Ilnc 
voltage which may drop below 1 17 Vac. 1'0 
check the voltage output  of 9 to  10 kilovolt\ 
and 3 0  to  4 0  milliamperes, a 20 000-ohm/ 
volt inultimeter should be used t o  check the 
output voltage at  the rear of the control unit. 
Voltage between test points TPI and TP:! slioulcl 
be between 9 and 10  Vdc (TP2 is positive 
run position), indicating 9 to  10 kilovolts in 
the high-voltage output .  
8. After full pumping power has been achieved and the pressurc is 13 X 1 0-5 torr 
and dropping in the chamber, close the master valve fully clockwise to  approximately 2 
to 3.5 kilogram-meters. This separates the vacuum chamber from t !e ri)i~ghing pump. 
The ion pump should take over at this pressure and pump the cliambcr down to  between 
lo-" and torr. 
9. Leave the ion pump on indefinitely t o  maintain a high vacuum. Set the emission 
current at  32  milliamperes. 
OPENING CHAMBER TO ATMOSPHERE 
T o  open the vacuum chamber to  the  atmosphere, perform the followiiig steps: 
1. Set the master valve ftllly clockwise. 
2. Turn off the roughing pump (if running) and tlie ion pump. Turn off the ioniza- 
tion gauge. Turn off the cooling water supply and allow the ion pump t o  cool for 10 
minutes before opening the chamber to  the atmosphere. 
3. Remove the roughing pump hose from the master valve. 
4. Loosen the mounting screws on one of tile viewing ports so that tlie aluminum 
retainer ring rattles slightly. 
5. Open the purge supply valve and regulate the pressure (- 2 psi) so that a slight 
flow of nitrogen is obtained. Connect the purge line t o  the master valvc. 
6. Slowly crack the master valve open, allowing the purge gas t o  bleed slowly into 
the chamber. When the chamber is at  atmospheric pressure, tlie previously loosened viewing 
port will rattle against the cllarnber. Either viewing port can then he removecl for work or  
liispectton ~nside the chamber. Only one viewrilg portslioulcl be re~~lovcd a t any one time 
~lnless the work requires that both be open T1-t~  hamb be^ skoulti be closed ancl evacuation 
started as soon as work inside the cllarnbc~ 1 4  co~npietecl 
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 
This section contains the principles of operation for certain units of the LAG. Refer 
to  the applicable manufacturer's instruction manual for information on units not contained 
in the section. 
Motor Control Unit 
The motor control unit provides the sequenced switching and control voltages to  
raise and lower the bird catcher. 
When the catcher is down (nonnal position), the top microswitch (S2) on the motor 
gear assembly is closed. Relays K3 and K4 are latched in the positions shown on tile 
schematic. (Refer to motor control unit schematic in the Appendix.) Relay I<2 is normally 
closed in tile positions shown on the schematic. No ac voltage is applied to  the printed 
circuit board (PCB), which contains a dc power supply and part of the motor control 
circuitry. 
When the raise switch S 1 is pressed, the coils of relays K2 and I(3B are energized. 
Relay K2 remains energized as long as the switch is held in the 011 position. Relay I<3 
latches in the position opposite that shown on the schematic. The motor will have a small 
voltage applied. Potentiometer R2 I ,  whicl~ is geared to the motor drive mechanism, pro- 
duces a control voltage which is dependent on the position of the catcher. This voltage is 
minim~lm when the catcher is at the top or bottom of the chamber a ! ~ d  maximum when 
the catcher is midway between top and bottom. The catcher starts to rise and switch S2 
opens. 
Switch S 1 is released (opened). Relay K3 is latched so ac voltage is still fed to  the 
PCB. A dc voltage (approximately 140 volts) is now fed to tile common sides of switches 
S2 and S3; however, both of these switches are open while the catcher is rising. A combi- 
nation of the generator voltage and the voltage across resistor R21 controls tile motor 
speed. As the catcher approaches the top of the chamber tlle motor slows down. 
When the catcher rises just enough to latch the bird onto the release mechanism, 
the bottom 111icroswitc11 (S3) closes. Relay K4A is energized and relay K 4  latches t;, the 
position opposite that shown on the schematic. Relay 1<4 reverses the polarity of the 
voltage fed to the motor, reversing the direction of the 11iotor rotation, which causes the 
catcher to descend. 
Aftei the catchel reaches its "down" position, switcli S:! c 1 0 5 ~ 4 ,  cilelglei~lg ~e lays  
1C3A ,mtl K 4 B  Relays K 3  d11d IC4 die latched in the p o s ~ t ~ o n s  showi~ oil tlic icliorilat~c 
Relay M? bleak? the ac voltage supply to the PCB and also tlie clc \ ,)lt,igc to tlie ~notoi  
Relay K4  iebeises the inotol leads and also the generator leads. T l l ~ ~ s ,  ~ \ i icn  \w~tch  S 1 i i  
closed again, tlle rnotor w~i l  drlve tile catcher up  and the genera to^ w~ll  piov~dc the coirect 
polarlty voltage to the control clrcultry on the PCB. 
After the bird falls, the cycle can be repeated by pushing tlie raise switch. A parallel 
remote raise switch is located in the drop chamber shed. Either this remote switch or the 
one located on the control'unit will activate the system. The stop-go switch will stop the 
catcher at any point in the cycle. A remote stop-go switch is located on the same box as tlle 
remote raise switch. Both stop-go switches must be closed for the motor to operate. 
Release Detector 
The release detector detects the instant the bird is released from its raised position. 
This detection is used to  reset the preset counter and time interval counters. 
When the bird is in the raised position, the light emitted by L 1 (Figs. 1 1 and 12) is 
blocked and cannot strike the mirror that is located on the opposite side of the chamber. 
Consequently, the level of the reflected light incident on the base of pl~ototransistor MRD 
300 is o11ly sufficient to allow a very small current to flow; therefore, the base of transistor 
Q1 remains essentially common. Transistor Q2 is held on by the voltage potential on tile 
wiper of potentiometer R5. This voltage is normally set between 1.5 and 2.0 Vdc. With 
transistor Q2 conducting, current limiting diode CL1020 limits the current tlowing through 
transistor Q2 to  1 milliampere, setting the collector voltage of-transistor Q2 at  2.6 volts. 
This is not sufficient to break down Zener diode CR3; therefore, transistor Q4 is off and a 
high level is applied to  the input of the lamp driver. The high level at the input to  the lamp 
driver turns it on and the lamp annunciates that the bird is in the raised position. 
T11e output of transistor Q4 and the binary latch (NAND gates G3 and G4) is 
capacitively coupled to  the inputs of NAND gate G 1. The two 10 000-ohm resistors 
connected to the inputs of NAND gate G 1 are large enough so that the current flowirig 
from the input drops a voltage greater than tlie 1-volt threshold, causing tiie inputs to  
NAND gate G1 to  be high. The output of NAND gate G 1 is low, causing tlle output of 
NAND gate G2 to be high regardless of the level of the logic control line. The output of 
monostable multivibrator OS 1 is low which causes tiie outputs of all reset drivers to be 
high. The ouptut of OS 1 is adjustable from 50 to 150 microseconds by a potentiometer 
located 011 tlle front panel. 
When tlie bird is released, the light from L1 is reflected off the mirror and tiie 
intensity incident on the base of the phototransistor is sufficient to cause ct~rrcnt o flow, 
raising the voltage at the base of transistor Q1 above 2 volts. At tlie tliresholtl, the voltage 
UNREGULATED 
Figure 1 1. Schmidt trigger schematic. 
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Figure 12. Release detector logic diagram. 
on the ernitters of transistors Q I  and 6 2  goes rnore positive tllall tile base oi' tl-ai~sistor 0 2 .  
This causes the 1 n~illiampere allowed by current Iiinitiilg diode CL 1010 to rapicily switch 
fro111 transistor Q 2  to transistor Q 1 .  The aclctilional current flowing t:;l-ougil resistor R3 
lowers the potential across resistors R4,  R5. and R6 ;  therefore, less current flows tlii-0~lg11 
them. This causes a lower potential to  be present at tiit: base of tt.ansistor Q2,  furtiici. aiding 
in holding it off. 
When transistor Q2 turns off, the potential on the collector goes high, causing zener 
diode CR3 to  break down, turning transistor Q4 on. The negativc tr,,nsilion caused by 
transistor Q4 turning on is coupled to  the input of NAND gate G 1 ,  causis;g its output  to  
go high. If the logic control line is also high, the output of NAND gate G 2  will go low, 
firing monostable multivibrator OS 1. 
The positive-going pulse from OS 1 is inverted by the reset drivers, causing their 
outputs to  go low for the selected duration of time. 
Monostable multivibrator OS 1 can also be fired from a pushbutton switch on the 
front panel for test purposes. The switch contacts are buffered by a binary latch (NAND 
gates G3  and G4) to  prevent OS1 from being fired by contact bounce. 
When the output of transistor Q4 goes low, the lamp driver is turned off and the 
"bird up" lamp is extinguished. The output of transistor 0 4  remains low until the bird is 
raised and the light no  longer strikes the base of the phototransistor, causing the Schmidt 
trigger t o  return to  its quiescent state, turning off trailsistor Q4. 
Logic Unit 
The logic unit consists of a housing. a 5-Vdc power supply, and assorted logic cards, 
all manufactured by the Digital Technology Corporation. 'rile basic blocks of the logic 
unit (Fig. 13) are a zero crossing detector, a fringe counter, a state counter NAND gates, 
and cable drivers. 
The logic unit counts a predetermined number of fringes (which corresponds to  a 
specific distance) and provides pulses to  start a,rd stop the time-interval counters and system 
computer. 
Table 1 and Figure 14 contain waveforms taken at key test points on 1;:e logic 
unit. (Refer to  the logic unit in the Drawings and Diagrams section of tliis report for the 
location of these test points.) 
NOTE - -  
All waveforms are taken with t ie system set 
for 215 delay distance and 218 measuring 
distarice. 'doltage range of ille logic waveforms 
is 0 to 5 Vdc 
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Figure 13. Logic unit. 
TABLE 1 .  LOGlC UNIT WAVE120RR4S JWE(;,'?;'TI\IL 
TRIGGER hlODE/SJ_OPE 
12 Stages are Full 
13 Through 20 Are Full 
Fig~!re 14. Logic ~ ! n l t  waveforms. 


ZkRO CROSSING DETECTOR 
The purpose of the zero ~i-ossi i~g cfctcctoi- (ZC'U) is ti) cietcct t .c t i m e  at wlkici-i t'ie inptlt 
signal crosses zero volts. The ZCD ~ised  in tile LAC is Located or) logic bo:~rct 11 aiid provides 
a negative output  pulse when the video crosses zero volts i n  t l ~ c  ncgativc t l i rcc t i~~n;  tilis is I 
pulse per fringe. There are coilnections on the logic un i t  for ~tsing 211 estcsilal ZCD. This 
external ZCD is an EG&G T140/N which feeds the detected pulsc tiirough an EG&G 
DS 104/N Scaler Driver. These units are described in tlie mal~uf;tcturer's manuals. The 
following paragraphs describe only the ZCD on logic board 21. (Refer t;t  tile logic unit 
schenlatics in tlie Appendix.) 
The video from the preamplifier is fed t o  tlie ZCD on pin 4 anci tlirough capacitor C3. 
Resistor R3 is adjusted so that tunnel diode TD 1 fires just as the video crosses zero volts 
in the negative direction. When tunnel diode TD 1 fires, transistor Q I is turned on.  Because 
of hysteresis, transistor Q1 conducts until the video illput is approximately 0.5-volt positive 
and then cuts off. Thus, the video amplitude tnust be approximately 0.5-volt peak to  "cock" 
the tunnel diode stage. Accuracy of data is partly depeildent on how close t o  zero crossover 
t~unnel diode TD 1 fires. (Refer t o  the ZCD Alignment paragraph of tiiis report.) 
The remaining stages on logic board 21 are pulse amplifiers. The o ~ ~ t p u t  at  pin 6 is a 
negative-going pulse for each zero crossing in the negative direction. This output is essentially 
a square wave (0  t o  5 volts) because the pulse width is determined by the video frequency. 
FRINGE COUNTER 
The fringe counter consists of 20 flip-flops on cards 23, 24, and 25, delay distance 
switches, measure distance switches, three 8-input NAND gates on card 26, and three 
4-input NAND gates on card 27. 
The delay distance switches set the fringe counter t o  a predetermined number when a 
reset pulse is received. The time taken t o  finish filling the counter is t:le delay time or the 
time elapsed between the end of the reset pulse and the beginning of tile A-start pulse. All 
stages of tlie fringe counter flip over t o  a zero count on t : ~ e  first pulse after tile co~unter is 
filled. The delay distance switches no  longer affect the count unless anotlier reset pulse is 
I-eceivcd. 
The measure distance switches set a predetermined count i i ?  tile counter. This preset 
C O L I ~ I ~  determines the portion of tlie drop distance to  be ineasurcd. The measure distance 
precount is effective at  all times, so tlie delay c o ~ l n t  must always be less t l ~ a n  the measured 
tlme. When tlle couilter is ftill the second time, another pulse is fed from t'ie frioge counter 
to stop Counter A and start Counter B. The f r i ~ ~ g e  counter then flips over t o  zero on  the 
next input cycle of video. Whei~ the c o ~ ~ n t e r  is f ~ ~ l l  the tl~il-d time, a pulse is gated ou t  t o  
stop Counter B and to  start Counter C. The fringe counter fills again and a pulse is gated 
o u t  to stop Counter C. 
Both the deldy i~ncl ineds~r~e dr\tdnce ~ I C '  ined\~~le( /  powel\ of 2 The delay d~ct:ance 
IS set ds  small as possriile ' i l te~ tile b ~ r d  is 111 free-fall The iliaximrun measure distance of 
the LAC is 2'' itringer per measullng r~lterval (In the unequal measuni~g d~stailce conflgura- 
tlon, the total count~ng lime consi\ts of three ineasu~~ng  il~telvals )
Each time the fringe counter fills a pulse is produced. This pulse is gated t o  the 
proper tiine-interval counter by tlle state counter outputs. 
STATE COUNTER 
The state couilter (Fig. 15) consists of three counter stages on card 23. The first 
stage is set to  the full condition (high output), and the other two stages are cleared (low 
output) when a reset pulse is received. The state counter counts each pulse produced a t  
pin 18 of card 27 (each t i ~ n e  the fringe counter fills). Figure 16 shows tlle state counter 
output wavesllapes at the respective test points. 
Each "f~tll count" pulse froin the fringe counter is gated t o  the A-start output. The 
first A-start pulse after reset starts Counter A. This first pulse is not  gated t o  tile other 
outputs. Wlzeil Counter A starts, tlle Counter A-start input "locks7' and is not  affected by 
any other pulses until the counter is reset. State 1 is tlle state in which only the .A-start 
pulse call be gated tl~rougll. 
The lagging edge of the first fringe counter"f~111 count" pulse causes the first stage 
of tlle state counter to  switch to  "low," which in turn switches the second stage to  "high." 
The second stage output (TP-6) enables the A-stop NAND gate (state 2), and the next  "full 
cou~lt" pulse is gated out to  stop Co~tnter  A and start Counter B. 
The lagging edge of the second "f~tll count" pulse switches the first stage of the state 
counter back to  "high." The first- and secoild-stage outputs are both "high," enabling the 
B-stop NAND gate. (This is state 3.)  Tlle third "full count" pulse is gated out to stop 
Counter B and start Counter C. 
Tlle lagging edge of the third "full count" pulse switches the first two stages to  "low" 
and the third stage to "high," enabliilg the C-stop NAND gate. (This is state 4.) The next 
"f~tll count" pulse is gated out to  stop Counter C. 
The state counters continue to change state and gate out start and stop pulses; 
however, only tlie first pulse (after reset) to ally of tlle time interval counter start or  stop 
inputs will affect that co~unter's input. Each start and stop input is "locked" with its first 
pulse and reinains "locked" until tlie co~lnter  is reset. 
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Figure 15. State counter. 
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Figure 16. State counter waveshapes. 
CABLE r&>aVBg@ 
The cable d ~ v e r s  consist of four drivers on cards 30 and 2 i for the time internal 
c o u n t e ~  and four drivers on card 32 for the system computer. The system computer con- 
tains its own time interval counters and is described in a separate manual. The output pulses 
to the computer are fed through an IC chip on card 30 to the cable drivers on card 32. Card 
30 also contains a shaping circuit which accepts the system 1 MHz and provides a 1-MHz 
square wave output (clock). This clock output is not used at present. Cards 3 0  and 3 1 are 
interchangeable with respect to the time-interval counter outputs, but not with respect to 
the system computer nor the clock pulses. (Refer to output driver cards 30 and 3 1 
schematics located in the Appendix.) 
ALIGNMENT 
Proper alignment of the LAG is required to ensure accurate measurement of gravity. 
The alignment procedures contained hl this section should be performed whenever mis- 
alignment is observed because of repair or other disturbances of the LAG. 
Table Alignment 
TOP TABLE 
The bird must be positioned directly over the Brewster window in the top chamber 
to prevent "walk" during a drop. The tog table alignment is accomplished as follows: 
1. Open tog vacuum chamber and remove bird and Brewiter window. 
- 
2. Insert the aperture plate in place of the Brewster window. 
3. Drop the plumb bob through the hole in the plate and attach the string to the 
release finger so that the plumb bob hangs in the bottom chamber. 
4. Cover the hrge port on the side of the bottom chamber to prevent air movement 
from moving the plumb bob. 
5. Level the top table to k0.5 arc minute. 
6. Turn the adjustment screws on the release mechanism until the string remains 
clear s f  the plate, If these adjustments do not move the mechanism far enough, set the 
adjwstntents as that the release mechanism is approximately centered in the chamber, and 
tilt the tog table until tlte string clears the plate, 
7. Recorcl the top table tilt in both horizoi~tal axes wll~le tlic string is clear of the 
plate. 
BOTTOh4 TABLE 
Level the bottom table in both horizontal axes to  k0.5 arc minute. 
ALIGNMENT BETWEEN CHAMBERS 
One or both of the tables may shift horizontally, causing a misalignment between the 
two chamber Brewster window openings. This can be checked visually by looking up through 
the bottom chamber with the beam splitter removed. This alignment becomes more impor- 
tant if Brewster windows are used in the bottom chamber ports. Alignment between chambers 
is accomplished as follows: 
1. With both tables off air, check alignment of the chamber openings. The two 
tapered pills on the bottom table should force the tables into alignment. If the chamber 
openings are not in alignment with the tables off air, the top chamber will have to  be 
shifted horizontally on the top table. This is done by looseniilg tile bolts which hold the top 
table and sliding the top chamber to bring the two chambers into alignment. Tigllteil tlie 
bolts. 
2. If the chambers are in alignment off air but out of alignment on air, one table will 
have to be shifted horizontally. The air pistons have some horizoiltal play wl~icll can move 
the tables out of alignment. 
3. Remove the air pressure from the top table air piston. 
4. Apply enough air to  the bottom table so that the top table barely clears all four 
of its supports. Lower the tables. 
5. Apply air pressure to both tables and raise them to  their operating positions. Tlle 
top table sllould be approximately 0.5 iilch above its supports and the bottom table approxi- 
mately 0.75 inch above its supports. Recheck alignment of the chamber openi~lgs. 
6. If the openings are still out of alignment, repeat steps 3 tkroug11 5. If the opeilings 
are still out of alignment, raise the bottom table off its supports with a fork lift. Lower and 
repeat if necessary. 
The ZCD must provide an o u t p ~ ~ t  negdtive pulse when the video signal crosses zero in 
the negative direct!on. The following alig~~rnent procedure covers logic board 2 I .  For the 
EG&G ZCD a l i g n ~ ~ l e n t ,  see the manufacturer's manual. 
1. Apply a I-MHz signal tilrough tlie test circuit (Fig. 17) to the Logic video input. 
2 V  PP MAX 
Figure 17. 1-MHz test circuit. 
2. Trigger the oscilloscope externally from TP-1 of logic board 23. 
3. Decrease the amplitude of the 1-MHz signal until the ZCD barely triggers 
(approximately 500 millivolts peak). 
4. Using a dual-channel oscilloscope with a rise time of 5 nanoseconds or less, 
observe the 1-MHz signal input and the waveform at TP-5 of board 21. 
5. Adjust the trimpot on board 21 until the waveform at TP-5 goes positive just as 
the 1-MHz signal crosses zero in the negative direction. The ZCD should trigger within +5 
nanoseconds of zero crossing. 
6. Increase the 1-MHz signal to  1-volt peak and observe zero crossing. Triggering 
should occur within +5  nanoseconds of zero crossing. 
Optical Alignment 
Following mechanical alignment of the LAG tables, an optical alignment is necessary 
to  bring the bird and reference beams into coincidence and produce fringes, and to  place the 
bird beam parallel to the gravitational vector. Optical alignment is accomplished in six steps 
consisting of: 
1. Laser preparation. 
2. Preliminary adjustments. 
+ 
3. Alignment along gravity (g ). 
5 ~Viaxii~~lzat~on fringe visibility 
The LAG is aligned by what is called2he "no-walk" met!lod. Using this method, 
alignment of the bird laser beam parallel to  g is assured by observing that no lateral shift 
of the bird image occurs as the bird is released and falls. This method requires that no  
angular momentum or horizoiltal displacemeilt be imparted to  tlie bird by the release 
mechanism as the bird is released. If attempts to  remove the bird-image walk by moving the 
laser beam are unsuccessful, it is likely that the top table is not properly leveled as determined 
by the plumb bob (see Item 7 under Tcp Table) and/or that the release mechanism is giving 
a "kick" to  the bird as it  is released. These difficulties must be removed before successful 
alignment can be achieved. 
LASER PREPARATION 
I~lstructioils for turning on and adjusting tile stabilized wavelengti~ laser are found in 
the manufacturer's manual. Instruction manuals are also available for the polarization 
rotator and beam-expanding telescope. Figure 18 shows the laser and its accessories. 
The Spectra-Physics Model 3 10 polarization rotator is attached to  the output end of 
the Perkin-Elmer Model 5800 laser by its standard optical threads. The first ring on the 
rotator near the thread is its locking ring. The second ring carries tile polarizatioil vernier 
and is locked in place with tlze vernier in an easily read position with an Allen wrench. The 
orientation of the polarization vector over a range of 4n  radians is controlled by rotation of 
the third ring. 
The steel adapter collar is slipped over the polarization rotator and screwed to  the 
laser. The Spectra-Physics Model 332 spatial filter is attached to  the collar by its threaded 
end and lock ring. The lock ring call be tightened with a special wrench. Use of the spatial 
filter aperture is optional. Spatial noise in the output beam is not usually a problem; there- 
fore, tlie aperture and its attendant loss in output power is not usually needed. Refer to  
the Model 332 Iilstruction Mailual for adjust~nent instructioi~s. Tlle colli~natiilg accessory 
lens mounts to  the front of the spatial filter and sllould be adjusted to  produce a collimated 
laser beam about 8 millimeters in diarneter. 
The laser assembly is complete and ready for mounting on tlie lower LAG table. 
PRELIMINARY ADJUSTMENTS 
Prelillliilary adjustrt~ents are made to  place each optical eleme~lt in tlle center of its 
adjustment range. (Refer to Fig. 19 for placement of the optical elements.) 
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Figure 18. Laser and accessories. 
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Fig~11-e 19 Anangernent of optical components 
Place the beam splitter on the beam splitter table. Cellter tile traverse adjustments 
on the beam splitter table and bring tile beam spiitter to an approximaee level by a rotation 
of the table tilt screws. 
Center the reference retroreflector assembly with its traverse screws. 
Mount the laser assembly to  its adjustment rack. By a combination of shimming and 
tilting the laser, raise it until its beam is approximately parallel t o  the bottom table and at 
the height of the beam splitter and reference cube. Swing the laser about its vertical axis by 
adjusting the differential screw and traverse the laser horizontally until its beam intersects 
the center of the beam splitter and the reference cube. After loosening the beam splitter 
base attachment screws, rotate the beam splitter base until the beam reflected from the 
first surface of the beam splitter is incident back on the laser. Carefully tighten the base 
screws. This adjustment ensures that the beam splitter horizontal tilt axes are parallel and 
perpendicular to  the incident laser beam, respectively. 
Place the aperture plate used in plumbing the drop column under the Brewster 
window opening in the lower chamber. The mechanical alignment with the plumb bob has 
defined a gravity reference in the drop chamber to  be a line drawn from the center of this 
aperture plate t o  the center of the release finger. If the laser beam is simultaneously centered 
on this plate and the release finger, a rough initial alignment will be achieved. Traverses 
and tilts of the beam splitter are usually sufficient to accomplish this alignment; however, a 
slight traverse and/or tilt of the laser assembly may be necessary. 
ALIGNMENT ALONG GRAVITY 
To prevent walk of the bird image during a measurement, it is necessary that the 
sensing laser beam be aligned parallel to the local gravity vector. Otl~erwise, the bird, which 
-+ -+ 
falls along g, and the beam, which is not parallel to g, will not be concentric at some portion 
of the drop, and image walk will result. If any LAG data are in this nonparallel condition, 
-+ -+ 
the acceleration measured is g cos 9,  where 9 is the angle between g and the laser beam. 
When the aperture plate is removed after preliminary adjustments, and the photo- 
multiplier is removed, the bird image should be visible on the ground beneath the LAG with 
the bird in its up position. If the preliminary adjustments have not been properly made, 
some search for the bird image may be required. (This search is easier if it is first done with 
the bird down, resting in its catcher.) As the bird falls, its irnage will be observed to shift 
laterally. By a series of fine adjustments to the beam splitter tilt screws and traverse motions, 
and to  the laser tilt and traverse motions, the amount of bird image walk can be reduced to 
nil by trial and error on successive drops. The bird image should be round with t:le retro- 
reflector ray pattern centered on the image. 
I f  tile settmg of tile bear11 splltter a i ~ d  laser which e l l m ~ n ~ ~ t c s  im'ige walk cannot be 
found, it rs lrkeiy that tile top table and drop coiurni-r are not aligned along g dlrectly above 
the Brewstet wrndow opening, or that the bird release is giving soine initial mon-rentum to 
the bird at the ~ n s t a ~ l t  of relcase. Both of tliese conditions m~is t  bc cl~in~nated to allow the 
"no-walk"  neth hod of alignment to woik. 
REFERENCE RETROREFLECTOR ALIGNMENT 
When a setting of the laser and beam splitter which produces "no-walk" has been 
found, the reference retroreflector should be flipped into place and its image made to  
coincide with the bird image with the bird hanging from its release mechanism. The ray 
pattern rotation of the bird image is fixed by mechanical assembly, but the reference ray 
pattern can be changed by a rotation of the entire reference tube. 
When the two images are coincident, circular fringes should appear in the common 
image. As one of the tables is slightly displaced vertically, tliese fri;?ges will appear t o  grow 
from or shrink into the center of the pattern. 
MAXIMIZATION OF FRINGE VISIBILITY 
Maximum fringe visibility results when the reference and bird beams are of equal 
intensity. An adjustment of the polarization rotator is available to equalize tile intensities. 
This adjustment is accomplished by comparing the visual intensities of the two images, or 
by comparing the photon noise produced by each beam in the photomultiplier. Rotate the 
polarization rotator to  a position which equalizes the two beams. 
POSITIONING OF THE PHOTOMULTIPLIER 
An aperture should be selected for the photomultiplier that is slightly smaller than 
the width of the dark portioil of a fringe. When tlie aperture is placed over the photocathode, 
the photomultiplier can be inserted beneath the lower table to  a position where the images 
and fringe pattern fall on the aperture. Observing the fringe pattern on the face of the 
photomultiplier from beneath the lower chamber will confirm photomultiplier placement. 
A position of the aperture in the fringe pattern should be found which results in a strong 
video signal during a drop. Placement of the aperture on one of the radial lines in the image 
sl~ould be avoided; otherwise, a low video signal will result. 
Bird Retrieval Cvlechanism Alignment 
The bird retrieval mechanism performs the functions of catching the bird after free- 
fall, carrying it to the top of the drop chamber, cocking the bird-release mechanism, and 
returning the catcher to the bottom of the chamber. A long screw shaft extending the length 
of the drop clranrber and a recirculatii-rg ball i~il t  iil the catcher raises and lowers tl-te catcher 
as the screw sllaft is turned by an electric motor. Switches and relays in the bird-control 
unit govern the motor directioii. (See tlie Motor Control Ui~lt paragrapii of iiiis report. j A 
multiturn potet-itiometer geared to the screw shaft cietennilies the speed of the nzotor; the 
catcher is slowed to a crawl at the upper and lower extremes of its motion. 
Three critical adjustments must be made to  the bird-retrieval mechanism to enable 
it to operate correctly. The speed-control potentiometer (cosine potentiometer R2 1 )  must 
be set in relation to the catcher position in the drop chamber. Two microswitches, S2 and 
S3, which reverse the motor direction at the top and at the bottom of the chamber and shut 
off the motor at the bottom must also be critically placed in relation to  the lead screw. 
The cosine potentiometer adjustment is easily made by slipping the timing belt past 
the cosine potentiometer gear. The adjustment is made so that the motor reaches its 
maximum speed in the middle of the drop chamber. When the catcher is at the ends of the 
chamber, the motor speed should be slow enough that the catcher is not jammed against the 
release mechanism at the top or the Brewster window at the bottom; however there should 
be sufficient torque in the motor to  carry the catcher to the points where the microswitches 
are activated. 
A nylon cam on the rotating disc which tracks the screw shaft activates the micro- 
switches. The switch (S2) which stops the catcher at the bottom of the chamber should be 
set so that it is tripped when the catcher is about 3 centimeters (two turns of the lead screw) 
above the Brewster window. Tl-ie position of the nylon washer on the rotating disc, the 
angular position of the arm which holds switch S2, and the thickness of the sl-iims beneath 
switch S2 determine the position where the motor stops. The catcher should not be allowed 
to ride down to  the bottom of the lead screw and interfere with tl-ie Brewster window because 
damage to the catcher could result. Coarse adjustments are made by shimming beneath 
switch S2 or by turning the lead screw and slipping the timing belt past the rotating disc 
(cam) drive gear. Finer adjustments can be made by changing the position of switch S2 
around the camshaft. 
Microswitch S3, which determines the point where the inotor reverses direction, is 
also adjusted by means of shims and its angular rotation. It sl-iould be set so that tlie release 
mechanism is fully cocked by the bird when the catcher is up and that the recoil springs in 
the catcher are slightly compressed. The force with which the release n-iechai~ism is cocked 
determines the time required to release the bird. This force is governed by the point at 
which the motor direction is reversed. If the catcher rides up too high, the bird may be 
jammed in the catcher, making the opening of the vacuum chamber necessary. To prevent 
this and damage to the release ~necl-ianism or bird, initial adjustments of switches S2 and S3 
should be made while hand turning the screw shaft. The inechanisin can also be inotor 
driven and stopped at any point by the stop-go switch. 
MAINTENANCE 
This section co~ltair~s plevciltive lnairite~iance inforrnatioli foi tile LAG. 
Care and Protection of Optical Surfaces 
The most common sources of contaminatioll of optical surfaces are: 
1. Smoke and oil in the atmosphere. 
2. Fingerprints. 
3. Oil from skin that may be dissolved in lens cleaning solutions. 
4. Dust particles. 
5. Moisture and saliva stains. 
6. Corrosive atmospheres. 
Some general precautions to be observed in handling optical components are: 
1. Wear cloth or plastic gloves or finger shields. 
2. Wash hands thoroughly before handling optical instruments. 
3. Avoid unnecessary exposure of optical components to  contaminating 
atmospheres. 
4. Employ only recommended cleaning procedures. 
Optical glass is softer than normal glass and is easily scratched. Components are 
usually coated in some way by various special-purpose coatings such as antireflection coating, 
interference filter coatings, etc. Although these coatiiigs are reasonably durable, cleaning 
unavoidably degrades coating characteristics. Therefore, optical surfaces should be cleaned 
only when co~ltarnination is in evidence, such as: 
1 .  Dust particles, fingerprints, or streaks made visible by light scattered from a light 
beam at the surface of the element. 
2. Reduced transmission or reflection because of increased surface scatter or 
absorptioli of the incident berim. 
11 ~t lias beer1 cjetermlned by teslnlg a sample or by const i l t~~lg tllc n ~ , : n u f c ~ c t u r  el illat 
cleaning the optical elemert will not harm it, tire recommer~ded cle,ln~ng pioccdure is 
I .  Wasli Iiaiids several times to ens i re  that excess ski11 oils ;ire rc~:~ove:!. P:t 31: cleac 
ciotIl or plastic gloves or finger shields. 
2. I-fold the component without touclling the optical surfaces, and with a clean, 
compressed air syringe, draw all particulate matter from the contaminated surface by 
allowing the syringe to decompress naturally. 
3. Carefully examine the optical surface for any other signs of contamination, If 
particles are visible, apply one or two drops of lens cleaner to the surface and rotate the 
optical surface in an attempt to wash off the contaminating particle. If the particle does 
not wash off, apply more lens cleaner and dislodge it with a clean cotton swab. 
NOTE 
Acceptable lens cleaners are spectroscopic or 
reagent grade acetone or methyl alcohol. 
4. Apply one drop of lens cleaner to the surface and move the optical component 
so that the surface is wetted. 
5. Touch the top of a swab to the coated surface, allow about 1 second for cleaner 
to be absorbed by the swab, and wipe once in one direction using light pressure. Use only 
enough pressure to maintain even contact across the surface while wiping. 
NOTE 
An alternative to the clean cotton swab is a 
folded square of lens tissue (genuine lens 
paper, not Sight-Savers) held by forceps or a 
hemostat. Folding should be done with forceps 
instead of fingers to avoid contamination of 
the paper. 
NOTE 
The swab can be wetted with cleaner and 
applied to the surface. Wet the swab 
thoroughly and shake off the excess, letting 
the excess carry off any oils present in the 
swab. 
6. Immediately after wiping, examine the optical surface for streaks or other 
contaminants. The presence of streaks indicates that full coiitact was not maintained across 
the surface, The presence of scratclies on coated surfaces ~ndicates that either too much 
pressure was used or that all particulate matter was not removed prior to wiping. 
7. Discard the swab after use. Never reuse a swab. 
8. If the surface was not wiped dry in step 5., air drying will leave residue on the 
surface; therefore, if streaks are observed on the surface in 6., repeat steps 4. through 7. 
Electronic Systems 
The electronic systems require little preventive maintenance. Most of the preventive 
maintenance is covered in the Alignment and Operation Sections of this report. In addition, 
supply voltages in the equipment should be checked with a good VTVM about once a month, 
and more often if the voltages tend to drift. These voltages should be adjusted according to 
manufacturers' specifications. The time base oscillator, time interval counters, and 
oscilloscopes sllould be sent to the calibration facility according to their schedules. Mal- 
functions can be traced and repaired with the help of the manufacturers' manuals and the 
theory contained in this manual. 
Vibration Isolation System 
The two filters in the vibration isolation system should be cleaned as needed. When 
the N, bottles pressures approach the system pressure, the bottles should be refilled. A 
bottle of N, should last several weeks. The tables should not be moved excessively while 
on air. If heavy objects must be placed on the tables or if it is necessary to stand on one of 
the tables, the pressure should be lowered so that the tables are supported by the legs and 
not by the air pistons. 
Vacuum System 
The oil level in the rotary roughing pump should be checked about once a week and 
oil replaced as needed. T11e water cooling system should be checked daily to assure that 
there is enough water and flow rate to cool the ion pump. A vacuum of at least torr 
sliould be maintained in the vacuum chamber except when opening the chamber. 
Overall System Care and Protection 
Near normal room temperature should be maintained. Extreme temperature 
changes may cause tire optics to become misaligned and may also cause a leak in the Brewster 
window. Care should be taken to prevent waterline leaks, which would wet the equipment. 
The hardware in the LAG shed, which is higllly susceptible t o  rust, should be coated wit11 
oil t o  prevent mst .  The optics should be kept dry t o  prevent condensation. 

DRAWINGS AND DIAGRAMS 
Figures A-i tl~rough A-19 are intended t o  supplement the other sections of this 
manual and will prove useful when troubleshootii~g and maintenance of the system is 
required. 
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Figure A-1. Optical system block diagram - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-2. Video and counting system block diagram - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-3. Vacuum system block diagram - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-4. Vibration measuring system block diagram - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-5. Cable diagram instrumentation trailer to drop chamber shed - 
Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
Figure A-6. Motor control cabling diagram - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-7. Thermocouple cabling diagram - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-8. Ionization gauge filament cabling diagram - 
Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-9. Vibration measuring system cabling diagram - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11) 
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Figure A-10. Photomultiplier detector and video preamp - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
Figure A-1 1. Logic diagram - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-12. Data collection logic panel zero crossing detector and 
driver-card 2 1 - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-13. Data collection logic panel output driver-card 30 - Laser 
Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-14. Data collection logic panel output driver-card 3 1 - Laser 
Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-15. Data collectioll logic panel assembly - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-16. Motor control - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11) 
Figure A-17. Motor control scllerrlatic -- Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark 11). 
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Figure A-19. Logic diagram release detector - Laser Absolute Gravimeter (Mark I]). 
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